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Acer aspire v5-132 bios key

Congratulations! You can start downloading the BIOS (Firmware) for Acer V5-132 Aspire notebook. To start the download, select one of the servers and click "download". We advise you to use a variety of download managers like "FlashGet" or "Download Master". Also, you can go back to the list of drivers and choose a different driver for Acer V5-132 notebook. FTP Laptop Acer Aspire V5-132 Bios This file
To start the download, select one of the servers and click "download" BIOS_Acer_v2.05.zip2 Mb Information:BIOS Acer v2.05 for Acer V5-132 Description:n/a tab:acer-aspire-v5-571 The Acer Aspire is a secure boot system based on the Phoenix UEFI BIOS. To get into the UEFI startup menus, press F2 on power on or reboot.  The Secure Boot key management settings are in the Security menu and the
Secure Boot enabled flag is in the Boot menu. The 'Security' menu has four secure boot settings, one of which is read only (The Secure Boot mode).   There is no real option to place the system into setup mode by removing the platform key, there's only the option to 'Erase All Secure Boot settings' which erases every secure boot key including the platform key.  So taking ownership of this system has to be
done carefully.  First you need to run KeyTool.efi to save all keys.  Then you can reboot to the UEFI menu and erase all the secure boot keys.  Then you need to reload the three variables KEK, db and dbx before you insert your own Platform Key and tip the system into User Mode. The platform also seems to have a bug in that it doesn't seem to accept authenticated updates to any of the key databases at
all.  This means that once you insert the platform key, there's no way to remove it again other than to erase all the keys and rebuild the key databases.  The platform als has a bug in that once you insert the Platform Key, the platform says it is in user mode, but in fact it doesn't perform any secure boot signed binary checks until the next reboot. The other interesting option in the 'Security' menu is 'Select an
UEFI file as trusted for executing'  This allows you to select an EFI file and add its signature to db.  This effectively means that the platform UEFI menu can operate very similarly to PreLoader because its easy to add the signature of an arbitrary binary to the signatures database. Finally, the 'Security' menu has the option to 'Restore Secure Boot to factory Default' which initialises all the key databases back
to their initial values.  Only when all keys have their initial values does the 'Secure Boot Mode' show 'Standard' once you modify anything in the secure boot variables, the mode shows as 'Custom' tab/acer-aspire-v5-571.txt · Last modified: 2016/07/19 01:24 (external edit) Forums > Computer & Laptop Repair > Bios Password Recovery > Acer bios Password Remove > (You must log in or sign up to reply
here.) Forums > Computer & Laptop Repair > Bios Password Recovery > Acer bios Password Remove > Intel® NUC is connected to a USB monitor USB monitors don't support access to BIOS Setup. This type of monitor only begins to display during the operating system boot, and after its drivers load. Power-on features such as boot logo, boot menu, and BIOS Setup aren't visible. To access BIOS Setup
with the F2 key, temporarily connect the Intel® NUC to a monitor that supports HDMI, DisplayPort, or VGA connections. Alright so i received this Acer Aspire V5 windows 8.1 machine in the shop this morning It was noted that it was running really slow and had popups ( normal malware issue ) I started up the computer held shift and reset to boot into the Windows 8 boot settings ( selected boot to UEFI
settings so I could change the BIOS to boot to USB since selecting that option in the Windows boot selection failed. So again I select boot to UEFI and it does so, inside the BIOS I change it to legacy it asks to restart t o take affect (DONE I plug in my PC Doctor USB and it loads right up to booting off the USB. Run The hardware tests everything passes ( I go and pull out the USB and restart ( and it just
keeps doing a boot loop ( it will not load back into the BIOS ( F2) and it just comes up to the screen saying Operating System Not Found ) this is because it keeps trying to look for a USB but i cannot change it because I am unable to load the BIOS back up. Does anyone have any suggestions?? I had to take out the hard drive, and toss in a tester drive, install windows back on it ( or you could do WinPE )
and flash the BIOS ( this reset it back to UEFI Last edited: Feb 21, 2015 When are you pressing F2? You have to hold it down AS you power up the machine. i tried both, and i also tried holding down FN key with it as well to no avail Try holding or mashing (can't remember which) the Esc key on boot. I'm fairly sure that I had the same model and came to the same problem as you. Try removing the CMOS
battery for a few minutes and then put it back in and fire the machine up. It should change the BIOS settings back to default and hopefully you'll be able to boot from the HDD. Anything to make our jobs harder! I thought all these changes were done with the intentions of security/viruses, etc. Well, they failed! I see as many infections on newer machines as on older ones. Except newer ones are more difficult
to fix. It might just be me, but IMHO, this has become a real PITA. Rant over! I had to take out the hard drive, and toss in a tester drive, install windows back on it ( or you could do WinPE ) and flash the BIOS ( this reset it back to UEFI Once completed were you able to access BIOS again via the F2 key? It may be just me, but this is the first thread I've seen marked as "Solved". Nice. It really stands out.
Once completed were you able to access BIOS again via the F2 key? nope, its back in UEFI mode, so it can only be accessed through the windows startup. And personally, i didn't want to take the chance on a clients computer to test it. If I remember correctly, Acer is one of those OEM's that make you actually HIT the key as it's starting up. You've gotta be fast. Might take a few times of hitting F2 as
quickly as you can at startup, failing, manually powering off, then trying again to get it to work. Infuriated the heck out of me the first time I got an Acer system in using UEFI. With HP's, Dell's, etc. all you have to do is hold the setup key as it starts up to get into setup. You might also have to hold down Fn and F2. The instant it turns on, hold down Fn, then hit F2 as quickly as you can. Make sure it turns on
before you start holding down Fn. It will work eventually. If I remember correctly, Acer is one of those OEM's that make you actually HIT the key as it's starting up. You've gotta be fast. Might take a few times of hitting F2 as quickly as you can at startup, failing, manually powering off, then trying again to get it to work. Infuriated the heck out of me the first time I got an Acer system in using UEFI. With HP's,
Dell's, etc. all you have to do is hold the setup key as it starts up to get into setup. You might also have to hold down Fn and F2. The instant it turns on, hold down Fn, then hit F2 as quickly as you can. Make sure it turns on before you start holding down Fn. It will work eventually. nope, not in this case, the only work around is to reflash the BIOS, there is not even a cmos battery trick or pin shortage that you
can do to reset this one. - I was seriously racking my brain to get this to work ( thank you ADHD ) hyperfocus engage!! Welcome to the Digital Spy forums. If you’d like to join in, please sign in or register. Hi guys, got a Acer Aspire v5-531 here stuck in a reboot loop following a failed update to Windows 8.1. I was planning on refreshing it and if that dosn't work then a normal reinstall. I have a known good
Win8 DVD, but the laptop also apparently has a builtin recovery (ALT+F10). The files have already been pulled off the drive by putting it into another PC. My problem is that no matter what I do I cannot seem to gain access to the BIOS of this bloody thing. When you power the laptop on it gives the Acer splash screen but it does not have the usual "Press F2/F12" message...instead it tries to boot straight
into the broken OS. If I put a DVD in it will spin up as if it was going to boot off it but then carry straight on into the broken OS then subsequently crash and reboot. I have tried so far... Removal of the hard disk completely - this just gave me a "Operating system not found" message. Still no response from F2 or any of the other usual key combinations and no message to do so. The keyboard is definitely
working and I have tried a USB one just in case. Boot from 2 different sets of Windows 8 DVDs - no luck Boot from a Windows 7 DVD - nothing Boot from a Hirens Boot CD - nothing Mashing ALT+F10 to get the e-Recovery screen - nope. Mashing F8 hoping to get a Windows safe mode option - nope. Holding down the power button for 10seconds, disconnect the mains, recconect - apparently this should
clear the CMOS but doesn't appear to have made any difference. Frustratingly I was unable to even locate the actual battery. The laptop itself is really poorly designed and required a complete disassembly just to get to the hard disk. I believe the battery is on the underside of the motherboard that I can't actually get to since it is riveted in place. Clutching at straws now I put in a "foreign" hard disk - again
just a "Operating system not found" message (presumably because it wasnt a secure-boot OS) and still no option to get into the BIOS. I did a little bit of reading up on it and some have said that to get into the BIOS in its default state you need to use an option in Windows 8 and perform a "popper" shutdown procedure. If so this is insane as I don't have a working OS to boot into to do this >:( Does anyone
have any suggestions besides taking a sledgehammer to it? For what its worth I do have full read/write access to the hard disk via another computer. Thanks in advance Sign In or Register to comment.
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